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Hollywood thriller ‘Unsane’ filmed totally on iPhone  from VOA

For many people, smartphones (1)................................................. (REPLACE) cameras as the main
way  to  capture  personal  pictures  and  video.  The  quality  of  the  devices  (2).................
greatly   ................................(IMPROVE)  .Even  some  Hollywood  filmmakers
(3).................................................  (DECIDE)  to  stop  using  big,  costly  equipment  and  instead
(4)................................................. (SHOOT) movies on smartphones. One of the latest to do this
(5).................................................  (BE)  director  and  producer  Steven  Soderbergh.  Soderbergh
(6).................................................  (MAKE)  both  independent  and  big-budget  films.  He
(7).................................................  (WIN)  an  Academy  Award  for  Best  Director  of  the  movie
“Traffic”  in  2001.   He (8).................................................  (DESCRIBE)  his  latest  directorial  effort,
“Unsane,” as a psychological thriller. The film (9)................................................. (RELEASE) in the
U.S.,  and  several  other  countries,  recently.  The  whole  film  (10).................................................
(SHOOT) on an iPhone 7 Plus.

Match the verb with its definition.
to forget
to win
to eat
to grow
to throw
to let
to read

to develop naturally by increasing in size, to get bigger, to develop
to fail to remember, 
to be successful or victorious, to come first, to gain.
to ingest, to put food into your mouth and swallow
to permit, to allow
to propel something through the air by force, to fling, toss or pitch.
to look at and understand written or printed matter

Present Simple Present Simple 
NEGATIVE

Present Perfect Past Simple Past Simple 
Questions

I (FORGET)

She (WIN)

You (EAT)

He (GROW)

They (THROW)

It (LET)

We (READ)

Complete the following with verbs from the table:
1. Should I …................ my children drink coffee, or is it bad for them?
2. Do you …..................... a newspaper, or get your news online?
3. Who …........................... most medals at the winter Olympics?
4. Do you …............................... your passwords? I can never remember mine.
5. How many calories should I …........................... every day?
6. Can you ….......................... a basketball into the net?
7. How ….......... you …................... parsley? Simply sprinkle the seeds on the soil, and spray 

with water.
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eating    forgetting     growing    let     reading    throwing     winning
Using the words in the box, complete these sentences taken from the news.

1. …....................................... to your child is one of the most successful ways of instilling a 
love of books in them. The Independent

2. If you haven't already established a garden, the first step to …................................ cannabis
is to find the space that will work best for cultivation. Leafly*

3. Trump's war with Amazon is phony, but the company is  …........................... the real one. 
The Seatle Times

4. Science says  …...................................... pasta may help you lose weight. Vogue Australia.
5. Immigration: Who should we   ….................................. in after Brexit? BBC News
6. An Ipswich man reported his car as stolen, after ….................................. where he had 

parked! Ipswich Advertiser
7. We are …................................................ away millions of coffee cups every year, which end 

up in landfill or incineration. BBC 
*Dixie reminds everyone that cultivating cannabis is against the law in France.

Exercise 6 You can also do this exercise online.
ate   eat   eating   forgetting   forgot   grew   grows   grow   let   read   threw   won

1. My husband  _______________ potatoes every year.
2. He never _______________ his workers stop for coffee in the afternoon.
3. A baby _______________ fast in its first weeks after birth.
4. I keep _______________ his name.
5. Please don't bother the dog while he's _______________ .
6. Our team _______________ in the state basketball championship.
7. We _______________ in a restaurant before the afternoon meeting.
8. My grandfather _______________ tomatoes in his back garden when I was little.
9. My little brother is learning to _______________ .
10. This plant doesn't _______________ in the shade.
11. We will _______________ soup and sandwiches for lunch.
12. Sam _______________ to go to the store so there was no bread for breakfast.
13. He _______________ the dog sleep in the house.
14. He _______________ the baseball over the fence.
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